Why the long face, pal?

My computer:
- Isn't accessible.
- Makes it hard to share and collaborate
- Requires too much housekeeping
- Costs too much
- Doesn't keep my data safe
Cheer up. We have some Webdesc for you

Webdesc:
- Allows you to access to their personal computers all the time regardless of where they are.
- Aims to remedy your problems with current sharing features which are generally slow and have limited storage capacity.
- Keeps your computer up to date for you
- Requires little up front investment. Pay only for what you need!
- Keeps your data safe.
Bull!

No really! It works! Here's how:
- Backend
- Controller
- Website
Backend

Multiple Nodes
Clustered file system
Xen virtualization
Linux desktops for each user
Controller

Creates virtual machines

Stops virtual machines

Keeps track of bandwidth (so we can charge you for it)

Load balancing
Frontend

Simple registration!

Simple installation

Web Interface for your data (webdrive)
DEMO
Future Plans

- Migration to/from Amazon S3/EC2
- Targeted branding for niche markets
- Windows virtual machines
- Making money?
We have answers! (Q&A)